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了基于 LoadRunner 的负载测试，为系统的正常投入运营提供信心和保证。 































At present, in the practical work of our government, it is still an entirely new 
practical project on how to use modern web information technology to improve the 
efficiency of citizen, corporate and other organization, reduce their working cost and 
realize the span-department web electrical service from our government. 
This article at first analyzes the current state and exist problems of traditional 
administrative approval, interprets the concept of modern online approval system, at 
the same time compares the online approval system with traditional administrative 
approval, and figures out the three advantages of online approval system. Then from 
the actual requirements of online approval system of Haicang District, it concretely 
studies the construction plan of online approval system, brings forth the overall 
concept of “City Online Approve System”, indicates that no matter how a concrete 
plan of a city online system is and how to divide functional modules, the core 
approval system, internet approval information publishing and declaring interact 
system, data exchange platform, individual special approval system of all departments 
are indispensable. The article also explains the function design of Online Approval 
System of Haicang District in the six parts which is composed of the online approval 
portal, information exchange channel, practicality administration system, fee system, 
the approval acceptation system, approval work flow control system, general 
administration system and the support platform. At last, it describes the Load testing 
based on LoadRunner concerned with the performance of online approval system, 
which gives the confidence and guarantee for the normal investment and running of 
the system. 
This system is currently giving the internal online approval trial running service 
for more than 100 administrative approval items in more than 30 departments of 
Haicang District. The system is running safe and stable, with the anticipating effect. 
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